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 DGrade provides a solution by recycling plastic 

bottles into polyester fabric, therefore reducing 

pollution and waste into landfill 

 A proven business model that promotes a circular 

economy and closed loop manufacturing 

 Our 2018 goal is to build the worlds’ first bottle to 

yarn manufacturing plant. Creating a sustainable 

process with a commercial product that can 

compete on a Global scale. 
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Compared to conventional production, our process uses  

 50% less energy, 

 20% less water, 

 produces 55% fewer carbon emissions, and  

 doesn't use Oil which is a finite resource 
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 Plastic is a great product 

 Cheaper than glass 

 Lightweight 

 Multiple applications and diverse end use 

 Was always designed to be recycled 

  

 What we need to do: 

 Change peoples mindsets 

 Educate and raise awareness that it can and should recycled 
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Simply Bottles is plastic water bottle recycling initiative that works with schools and 
Businesses to: 

 Dramatically increase the amount of plastic bottles recycled in the UAE 

 Reduce pollution and divert waste from landfill  

 Create awareness about the effects of pollution and the benefits of recycling 

 Comply with Dubai Plan 2021 and motivate companies to contribute 

 Engage communities and businesses in Green initiatives 

 To secure sufficient feedstock to support our manufacturing plant 

Our aim is for all plastic recycling bins to carry the Simply Bottles Logo to give the public 
confidence that their plastic is being properly managed and recycled 
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DGrade – Eco Manufacturing for Business 

 Manufacturer of high quality Eco-friendly 
products made from recycled plastic bottles 

 Certified supply chain 

 Integrated supply chain from design to 
production  

 Develop specific merchandise to fit clients 
needs 

 High quality fabric Greenspun™ 
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 3rd Party Production 

 While producing clothing from virgin polyester is commonplace (and some sports brands 
have started using recycled polyester), DGrade offers a unique business model: 

•We provide companies with no production experience or capability (ie, Banks, Hotels, 
Schools, Hospitals….) with high quality, bespoke product, which compares favourably to 
conventional polyester items 

•We provide fashion brands with a truly Eco product to sit in line with their main ranges 

•We work with licenced brands (such as CocaCola) to provide a unique product 

•We are the only business in the UAE who can offer a closed loop solution from recycling 
plastic waste to production of corporate clothing and accessories 
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Thank you 
www.gpca.org.ae 


